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2024 Will Be The Year Blood Will Flow In The
Streets As America Is A Powder Keg Ready To

Blow - Biden Regime Using Lawfare And Federal
Agencies To Thwart The Will Of The People

By Susan Duclos -  All News Pipeline

Presidential election years are always fraught with tension as the
platforms of Democrats and Republicans are on opposites ends of
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the spectrum, but in 2024, that tension threatens to explode into
mass violence.

Before detailing what makes this presidential election far different
than any other in the history of the nation, let's first deal with the
claim that both parties are the "same.'

Yes we have RINOs (Republican In Name Only) that will sell out
the best interest of America because they are members of the
"uniparty," but when it comes to major issues, Democrats and
Republicans are like night and day.

Abortion, the killing of the unborn, is one such issue, where
Republicans are opposed, while Democrats are pushing, in some
cases, for unlimited abortion right up until the moment of birth.

Regulations, big government, tariffs, welfare, are just the tip of the
iceberg as to topics that the right and left are on completely
opposite sides.

So no, the two parties are not different sides to the same coin.

Back to the topic of this piece, we have a number of issues that
have not been faced in prior presidential election years.

Such as the fact that 69% of Republicans and Independents that
lean right believe the 2020 election was rigged and Joe Biden is
an illegitimate president.

Add to that the use of lawfare against President Trump, who is the
leading candidate of the opposing party to Biden, to which 62% of
Americans believe the cases against Trump are politically
motivated.
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LAWFARE.......

Lawfare is defined as: The strategic use of legal proceedings to
intimidate or hinder an opponent.

That is not just a "conspiracy theory," as we have seen reports that
the special prosecutor, Nathan Wade, in the GA case, charging
Trump with racketeering, conspiracy and other charges, met with
Biden administration officials twice before filing charges against
former President Donald Trump in Georgia.

Fulton County Special Prosecutor Nathan Wade met with Biden
administration officials twice before filing charges against former
President Donald Trump in Georgia.

Wade billed the county for 16 hours of meetings with the White
House or the White House Counsel, amounting to $2,000 each
time.

We also know that aides to Special Counsel, Jack Smith, also met
with Biden staffers before indicting President Trump.

The White House counsel’s office met with a top aide to Special
Counsel Jack Smith just weeks before he brought charges against
former President Trump for allegedly mishandling classified
documents — raising serious concerns about coordinated legal
efforts aimed at President Biden’s likely opponent in 2024.

Jay Bratt, who joined the special counsel team in November 2022,
shortly after it was formed, took a meeting in the White House on
March 31, 2023, with Caroline Saba, deputy chief of staff for the
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White House counsel’s office, White House visitor logs show.

They were joined in the 10 a.m. meeting by Danielle Ray, an FBI
agent in the Washington field office.

Now we find out that Alvin Bragg, NY County District Attorney
covering Manhattan, met with federal law enforcement before
indicting Trump.

On March 17, 2023, Bragg asked for a meeting with federal law
enforcement ahead of the Trump indictment Trump, a court source
told Fox News. A year earlier, Bragg’s office hired a former senior
Department of Justice (DOJ) official Matthew Colangelo, who
spent years targeting Trump at the Justice Department. He also
attacked Trump in his role in the New York Attorney General’s
office.

Special Counsel Jack Smith is also attempting to rush the
Supreme Court into a decision not to delay his trial against Trump
while they take up the issue of whether Trump enjoys immunity,
claiming the American public deserves the right to a "speedy trial,"
yet the speedy trial aspect of the law, applies to the defendant, not
the prosecution.

The unarguable goal here with the use of lawfare on the part of the
Biden administration with the use of liberal prosecutors, is to
interfere in the 2024 election, which Donald Trump leads in polling
against Joe Biden.

(ANP Emergency!:  PLEASE donate to ANP! Due to the
globalists war upon truth and the independent media, our
monthly revenue has been cut by more than 80% so we need
your help more now than ever before. Anything at all ANP
readers can do to help us is hugely appreciated.) 
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Agencies that report to the executive branch

BIDEN ADMIN'S ELECTION INTERFERENCE.......

A January report states the CIA will work 'actively against Trump
and the Republicans' in 2024 ahead of elections according to a
Georgetown University professor, Dr John Gentry, who just
happens to be an ex-CIA analyst.

Dr Gentry told Fox News Digital: "My guess is that the the
proverbial deep state within the intelligence community will
reemerge because presumably a Republican candidate will again
be seen as a threat to the internal policies that many intelligence
people like."

Normally we would advise the claim by Dr. Gentry should be taken
with a grain of salt, but we now know that the CIA under Obama,
along with foreign intelligence agencies with permission from
Obama, illegally targeted 26 different Trump associates before the
2016 Russian collusion claims, which turned out to be false.

Former CIA Director John Brennan identified and presented the
targets to the US’s intelligence-sharing partners in the so-called
“Five Eyes” agencies – the intelligence-gathering organizations in
the US, United Kingdom, Canada, Australia and New Zealand –
according to a report published Monday on Michael
Shellenberger’s Public Substack. 

Then we have the anger of the J6 political prisoners, arrested after
a protest became a riot, to which federal agents, namely the FBI,
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were present as protest infiltrators, and were held without bail, with
some in jail with no trail for more than two years in some cases.

VIOLENCE AGAINST TRUMP SUPPORTERS DURING HIS
PRESIDENCY..

On the flip side, we already know what will happy should the Biden
regime's lawfare doesn't work and Donald Trump is elected
President again in November, because it already happened after
the 2016 election.

Breitbart, at the time, published a "rap-sheet" which listed 388
attacks against Republicans between January 2016 through
February 9, 2020, when they stopped tracking violence against
Trump supporters.

From GOP headquarters in multiple states being vandalized, to
leftists attacks against Republican supporters at Trump rallies, to
doxing, to people being physically attack for wearing MAGA hats,
to a liberal women harassing a 74-year-old man in MAGA hat, to
an 81-year-old man wearing ‘MAGA’ hat being assaulted in New
Jersey, to death threats, to a 14-year-old Boy wearing Trump hat
assaulted, and much, much more.

BOTTOM LINE......

People are angry, and as the Biden regime continues to use
lawfare against Trump in an attempt to take him out of the 2024
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election, that anger increases daily because conservatives have
had just about enough already, and the never-ending anger on the
left continues to add fuel to the fire.

Either way, 2024 is likely to be the year that blood flows in the
streets.

ANP is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates
Program. 

ANP EMERGENCY Fundraiser: ‘Dangerous, Derogatory,
Harmful, Unreliable!’ Those are some of the exact words used

by Google’s censors, aka 'Orwellian content police,' in
describing many of our controversial stories. Stories later

proven to be truthful and light years ahead of the mainstream
media. But because we reported those 'inconvenient truths'

they're trying to bankrupt ANP. 

 So if you like stories like this, please consider donating to ANP.

All donations are greatly appreciated and will absolutely be
used to keep us in this fight for the future of America.

Thank you and God Bless. Susan and Stefan.

PLEASE HELP KEEP ANP ALIVE BY DONATING USING ONE
OF THE FOLLOWING METHODS.

One time donations or monthly, via Paypal or Credit Card:
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Or https://www.paypal.me/AllNewsPipeLine

Donate Via Snail Mail

Checks or money orders made payable to Stefan Stanford or
Susan Duclos can be sent to:

P.O. Box 575
McHenry, MD. 21541

Anything at all at Amazon purchased after clicking this ANP link
will allow ANP to make a bit of revenue, all of which will be used to

keep ANP online and to keep a roof over our heads.  
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